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not be made public, please inform us accordingly (in this case it will only be accessible by the European
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• Introduction and motivation
• Scientific objectives
• Reason for choosing the simulation chamber/ calibration facility
• Method and experimental set-up
• Data description
• Preliminary results and conclusions
• Outcome and future studies
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Name of the PI: Markus Kalberer
Chamber name and location: ACD, TROPOS Leipzig
Campaign name and period: Linking peroxides in the gas and particle phase of secondary organic aerosol,
19/02/2019-26/03/2019
Introduction and motivation
A large, sometimes dominant aerosol fraction in the lower atmosphere is secondary organic aerosol (SOA), which
is formed via oxidation of biogenic and anthropogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) by atmospheric
oxidants such as ozone, nitrate, and hydroxyl radicals. It is often suggested, that SOA contains high
concentrations of peroxides (e.g. Docherty, 2005). Peroxides and other so-called Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS),
present in particles or generated by particle components upon deposition of particles in the human lung, could
cause adverse health effects due to their oxidative capacity. Therefore, understanding the roles of organic and
total peroxides in the gas and particle phase on governing the overall particle-bound ROS formation and
components in SOA is of importance for a comprehensive evaluation of their influence on human health. While
particle-phase peroxides are often related to peracids, hydroperoxides or dimers with a peroxide bond, gasphase peroxides are rarely studied. Among all gas-phase compounds, highly oxidized organic molecules (HOMs)
were intensively studied during the last few years. Despite this effort, little is known in particular about their fate
after partitioning into aerosol particles as HOMs might not be stable and might decompose quickly in the particle
phase.
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We recently built a novel online instrument (OPROSI), which is the first of its kind allowing to quantify ROS,
including peroxides, in the particle phase (Wragg, 2016). This instrument quantifies also very short-lived
peroxides, thus having the potential to improve our understanding of HOMs after partitioning into the particle
phase.

Scientific objectives
The overall aim of the present proposal is to comprehensively characterize the formation and concentration
dynamics of peroxides in the gas phase (HOMs) and in the particle phase oxidation schemes of VOCs combining
for the first time two unique online high time resolution instruments. This will contribute to a better
understanding of adverse health effects of SOA because peroxides are a significant fraction of particle-bound
ROS. Furthermore, a detailed chemical characterization will provide further important hints about the fate of
HOMs after partitioning. This study will significantly help to advance our understanding of peroxide production
and their role in SOA formation.

Reason for choosing the simulation chamber/ calibration facility
The aerosol chamber at TROPOS provides a large set of instrumentation. The chamber team at TROPOS has a
significant expertise in the design of chamber experiments, the detection and quantification of HOMs using NO3CI-SPi-TOFMS and the quantification of organic peroxides offline from filter samples with iodometric and
derivatisation HPLC-MS methods. Furthermore, the size of the chamber enables us to collect a number of
samples to do several additional offline total reactive oxygen species (ROS) analysis.

Method and experimental set-up
We carried out a series of experiments in the new ACD (Atmospheric Chemistry Department) chamber at
TROPOS. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. Several online and offline techniques were applied for a
comprehensive gas and particle-phase characterization. HOMs in the gas-phase were quantified by an NO3-CIAPi-TOFMS. Particulate HOMs (containing carbonyl groups) were characterized from filter samples after
derivatisation with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (Mutzel, 2015). The peroxide fraction of ROS in the particle phase
were quantified with our unique online ROS analyser (OPROSI, Wragg, 2016). The total organic peroxides in the
particle phase were detected offline from filter samples applying an iodometric method modified by TROPOS
(Mutzel, 2013). Besides that, the concentrations of gas- and particle-phase organic compounds were
continuously measured using PTR-MS and AMS. The particle number and size, the concentrations of ozone and
NOx, and Temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) were also acquired during all these experiments.
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Within the project, carene and cumene were chosen to represent biogenic and anthropogenic SOA precursors,
respectively. HOMs and peroxide formation during SOA formation from the two precursors under photolysis
conditions were quantified and the role of NOx on ROS yield in these two SOA systems was investigated. ROS
formation in carene SOA was in addition compared to ozonolysis experiment performed under dark conditions.
The effects of relative humidity on the yield of ROS for all experiments were also evaluated. Table 1 summarises
experimental conditions used in the study. As OH radical source, the photolysis of H 2 O 2 was used, whereby the
amount of H 2 O 2 was kept as small as possible to exclude an influence on the online peroxide measurement. The
online instrument has been carefully characterized for H 2 O 2 interference which was monitored through frequent
blanks. Additionally, butanol-d9 will be added as OH-clock to enable the quantification of OH radicals present in
the system. Ozonolysis was carried out in the presence of carbon monoxide as OH scavenger. All experiments
were performed for 3-4 hours in the presence of slightly acidic inorganic seed particles (pH=4-5) and up to 4 filter
samples were collected at the end of the experiment for further offline analyses.

Preliminary results and conclusions
Figure 2 shows the typical reaction profiles from the ozonolysis of carene, and photooxidation of carene and
cumene, respectively. From a preliminary analyse the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) there is a good correlation among the particle-phase organic compounds concentration, particles mass
concentration (shown here as MPSS_density), and ROS counts for all the experiments, indicating a constant
content of ROS in SOA during SOA formation.
(2) SOA generated from the photooxidation of cumene contains higher ROS/SOA compared to that from carene.
(3) SOA produced from the photooxidation of carene has a higher ROS/SOA than that from the ozonolysis of
carene.
(4) The presence of NOx during the photooxidation of both biogenic and anthropogenic precursors inhibits
particle-bound ROS formation, which can be explained by the formation routes of gas phase peroxides under
high and low NOx conditions.
(5) For both photooxidation and ozonolysis experiments, SOA formed under dry conditions has a higher particlebound ROS yield and a higher ROS/SOA than those formed from wet conditions.
As for the particle-phase peroxide, as can be seen from Figure 3, (1) the total peroxide fraction (quantified with
iodometry; Mutzel, 2013) from cumene photooxidation is much lower compared to that from carene
photooxidation, and (2) peroxide for both cumene and carene photooxidation is much higher with NOx compared
to than that with NOx.

(a) Carene (300 ppb) ozonlysis / RH=0% / NO=0 ppb
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(b) Carene (300 ppb) photooxidation / RH=~55% / NO=320-390 ppb

(c) Cumene (300 ppb) photooxidation / RH~0% / NO=0 ppb
Figure 2 Reaction profile of (a) carene ozonolysis, (b) carene photooxidation, and (c) cumene photooxidation

Figure 3 total peroxide
fraction in SOA produced
from carene (300 ppb) and
cumene (300 ppb
photooxidation

Future studies
(1) We are currently conducting chemical analysis from offline samples, and we started to prepare the results of
the recently completed TNA experiments for publication in peer-reviewed journals.
(2) We have recently extended our study to examine the ability of the SOA to induce cell-based ROS production
by using the same DCFH-HRP assay. We will further investigate the secretion of the (pro) inflammatory mediators
and the expression of oxidative stress markers, and assess and compare gene expression after exposing human
lung epithelial cell lines (A549) in organic extracts of SOA generated from different precursors and conditions
during the TNA experiments.
Future chamber experiments will focus on refining the atmospheric parameter space influencing peroxide
formation in the gas and particle phase and to translate the knowledge gained to field campaigns.
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